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Dynamics of an oscillating chain consisting of several magnetic microparticles and driven
by oscillating magnetic fields with different frequencies are discussed. Because of a shorter
driving time by the external field with a higher field frequency, the oscillating amplitude
of the chain reduces. On the other hand, the higher field frequency leads to a faster
local angular velocity. These two effects result in inconsistent behavior of the structural
stability of the chain, so that the chain ruptures in a field of intermediate frequency. A
dimensionless parameter of the reduced frequency is proposed to generally describe the
monotonic decrease of the normalized amplitude. The phenomenon of trajectory shift
triggered by the higher frequency field is also demonstrated.

Introduction. In the past decades, magnetorheological (MR) suspensions,
in which nano-sized or micro-sized superparamagnetic solid particles are suspended
in a nonmagnetic solvent, are actively applied in the so-called magnetofluidics [1].
For more detailed progresses regarding the magnetic particle based applications,
the readers are referred to the comprehensive reviews [2, 3]. Among the applications, micro-devices formed by particles and manipulated by external fields have
attracted significant interests of researches, e.g., sensors [4, 5], swimmers [6–10],
mixers [11–13], and components in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [14–
18]. In the meantime, to ensure the applicability of these micro-devices, chaining
processes and dynamics of micro-chains in motion must be well understood. Intensive studies of chains driven by dynamical fields have been carried out, e.g., in
a rotational field [19–33] and in an oscillating field [34–37].
It has been successfully demonstrated that micro-swimmers can be composed
and manipulated in an oscillating field [6–10]. In the pioneer work on the formation of a magnetic micro-swimmer [6], DNA is used to strongly bond the magnetic
particles. On the other hand, an easier and reversible procedure of micro-swimmer
formation is also presented when a swimmer is designed simply by chaining the
magnetic particles of different sizes [8–10]. Nevertheless, structural instability, i.e.,
chain rupture, might occur in this configuration because of weaker bonding magnetic forces. To better understand the structural
√ instability, a criterion of rupture
can be effectively predicted by the value of N Mn, where Mn and N , respectively,
stand for the dimensionless Mason number and the number of particles constituing the chain. Under this particular
configuration, to maintain the stable chain
√
formationa, critical value of N Mn < 1.7 ∼ 2 is suggested [34, 35]. Detailed patterns and timings of the structural instability are also thoroughly categorized [37].
Meanwhile, interesting phenomena observed at high field strengths, referred to as
the trajectory shift, are identified if the instantaneous phase difference between
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the chain and the external field is more than 90◦ [35]. By this trajectory shift,
swimmers can be steered to move perpendicularly by a rapid increase of the field
strength [9, 35].
An important issue concerning the application of micro-swimmers is the improvement of the swimmer efficiency. It is commonly understood that the efficiency
is strongly related to the structural stability and amplitude of the oscillating chain.
The structural instability of a ruptured chain is certainly undesired during the
swimming motion. On the other hand, to maximize the propulsive force, a higher
oscillating amplitude is generally preferred. Nevertheless, these two factors often
appear to be contradictory. The higher amplitude tends to increase the local angular velocity of the oscillating chain, hence, increases the possibility of a ruptured
chain. As a result, the amplitude appears to be a crucial factor of the swimming
efficiency. Significant results regarding the oscillation amplitude and the structural rupture were presented in the early literature [34, 35, 37]; the quantitative
data were obtained under fixed conditions of lower frequency, e.g., f = 1 Hz. In
the present study, the influence of the field frequency on the oscillating amplitude
is experimented. A generalized dimensional analysis of a normalized amplitude
is emphasized. In addition, patterns of the oscillations of micro-chains at various
frequencies will be also addressed.
1. Experimental setup. Fig. 1 shows the principle sketch of the experimental setup and the relevant notations. Micro-sized superparamagnetic particles,
whose mean diameters are d = 4.5 µm with an initial susceptibility of χ = 1.6 are
dispersed in a mixture of distilled water and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactants. The viscosity of such mixture is η = 1.75 cp. A static directional magnetic
field, denoted as Hd , is first applied horizontally to form a micro-chain. The
chain formed by N particles is referred to as a PN chain, e.g., a representative
P8 chain (N = 8) shown in Fig. 1. Upon successful formation of a particle chain,
an additional dynamic field (Hv ) is applied vertically to drive the chain oscillation along the horizontal axis. The strength of the dynamic field is sinusoidal

H

Hv

∆θL

θf
θA
Hd

Fig. 1.

Principle sketch of the experimental setup (left) and relevant notations (right).
A static directional magnetic field (Hd ) generated by a DC power source is applied
horizontally to form a chain. An additional sinusoidal field (Hv ) powered by an AC
source is applied vertically. These two field components result in an oscillating external
field H. Instantaneous phase angles of the field and chain are denoted as θf and θA ,
respectively. The lagging angle of the chain to the field is represented as ∆θL .
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given by Hv = Hp sin(2πf t) with a maximum strength Hp and a frequency f .
This results in an overall external field H = Hd i + Hv j, in which i and j are
the unit vectors in the directional (or horizontal) and vertical axes, respectively.
Hence, the trajectory phase angle of the oscillating field denoted as θf can be
determined as θf (t) = tan−1 [(Hp /Hd ) sin(2πf t)] with an oscillating amplitude of
θfmax = tan−1 (Hp /Hd ). The motion of the micro-chain is recorded by an optical
microscope connected to a digital camera (Silicon Video 643C). Representative
snapshots which are modified from the original recorded movies by improving
their contrasts and resolutions are analyzed in the following sections to ascertain
particular behaviors of the micro-chain exposed to various experimental conditions.
2. Results and discussion.
2.1. Structural instability and oscillating amplitude. Sequential images of
a representative series of a P15 chain are shown in Fig. 2. The field strengths are
fixed at Hd = 24.15 Oe and Hp = 18.73 Oe with various frequencies (a) f = 1 Hz,
(b) 3 Hz and (c) 7 Hz. As a typical condition, f = 1 Hz is shown in the left column.
The chain firstly moves clockwise, e.g., the image taken at t = 0.25 s, and then it
moves counter-clockwise at t = 0.5 s and 0.75 s. Clockwise movement is resumed
at t = 1 s to complete the entire period of oscillation. By visual inspection of these
three cases, two apparent features of the oscillating chain influenced by varying
the frequency can be observed, i.e. (1) the oscillating amplitude, and (2) the
(a) f = 1 Hz

(b) f = 3 Hz

(c) f = 7 Hz

t = 0.25 s

t = 0.23 s

t = 2P + 0.03 s

t = 0.50 s

t = 0.27 s

t = 2P + 0.07 s

t = 0.75 s

t = 0.40 s

t = 2P + 0.10 s

t = 1.00 s

t = 0.43 s

t = 3P s

Fig. 2. Sequential images of a chain consisting of 13 particles (P13 chain) subjected
to the field strengths Hd = 24.15 Oe and Hp = 18.73 Oe with increasing frequency (a)
f = 1 Hz, (b) 3 Hz and (c) 7 Hz. The images for the case f = 7 Hz are snapshots
between the second and the third oscillating period, in which P represents the period of
oscillation, i.e. P = 1/7 s. The oscillating amplitude decreases with increasing frequency.
Nevertheless, structural instability is observed at the intermediate frequency f = 3 Hz.
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formation of chaining. Even if the chain oscillates with the same frequency as
its correspondent external field, the amplitude is seen to decrease with increasing
field frequency. On the other hand, the influence of the field frequency on the
structural instability of the chain is not monotonic. While the chain preserves its
stable chaining formation at the lower frequency f = 1 Hz, it appears continuously
ruptured and re-chained if the field frequency is raised to f = 3 Hz. Nevertheless,
the chain remains stable without rupture once the frequency is further raised to
f = 7 Hz.
A smaller oscillating amplitude with a higher frequency can be realized by
inspecting the phase trajectories of the external field (θf ) and chain (θA ) shown
in Fig. 3. The field starts o oscillate clockwise so that the phase angle is negative
within the first half of the period, i.e. θf < 0◦ at 0 s< t <0.5 s for the case with
f = 1 Hz illustrated in Fig. 3. Because of the stationary inertia effect and induced
hydrodynamic drag, the trajectory phase angle of the oscillating chain would lag
the external field by ∆θL . It was noticed that this phase lag is the source driving
the chain into oscillation, and the magnetic torque (M m ) is expressed as [26]
Mm =

µ0 3m2 N 2
sin(2∆θL ).
4π 2(2a)3

(1)

Here µ0 and a stand, respectively, for the vacuum permeability and for the radius
of a magnetic particle. The dipolar moment m of a single particle is given by
4
m = πa3 χH. By the above expression, the magnetic torque changes the acting
3
direction at ∆θL = 0◦ . Hence, the chain would move reversely shortly after crossover of the two trajectories, as illustrated in Fig. 3. As a result, the amplitude of
the oscillating chain, denoted as θAmax , is expected to be smaller for a fixed field
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Fig. 3.

Phase trajectories of the P13 chain shown in Fig. 2 for the frequencies f = 1 Hz,
3 Hz, 5 Hz and 7 Hz. Also shown is the field trajectory at f = 1 Hz. The maximum
phase angle (or amplitude) of the oscillating chain occurs shortly after the cross-over of
the trajectories of the field and chain, as shown in the case f = 1 Hz. The oscillating
amplitude of the chain decreases as the field frequency increases. Chain ruptures within
the first period of oscillation for the cases f = 3 Hz and 5 Hz. Nevertheless, for the case
f = 5 Hz the stable chaining formation is resumed after a few periods, e.g., t > 1 s.
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strength if the cross-over of the trajectories occurs sooner, which is exactly the
situation in a higher frequency field.
On the other hand, the influence of the field frequency on the chaining structural stability is inconsistent. As mentioned
above, the chaining stability can be
√
described well by the magnitude N Mn, where the dimensionless Mason number
Mn is defined as [34, 35, 37]
Mn =

32ηω
.
µ0 χ 2 H 2

(2)

√ To maintain a stable chain without structural instability, a smaller value of
N Mn is preferred. To calculate the Mason number, the angular velocity ω is
approximated by the amplitude of oscillation, e.g., ω ≈ 4f θAmax [34, 35, 37].
With this approximation, it is clear that the frequency results in a contradictory
effect on the structural stability of the chain, since the higher frequency always
leads to the smaller amplitude of oscillation, as described in the previous sections. This explains that a stable chaining formation is well preserved provided
the field frequency is sufficiently low or high, e.g., f = 1 Hz and 7 Hz, whereas
the structural instability occurs at the intermediate frequency f = 3 Hz (see the
formation pattern in Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that a transit mode of the
chaining instability is found at f = 5 Hz when the chain might be ruptured in the
first few periods but remains stably chained afterwards (see the trajectory also
shown in Fig. 3). To distinguish between this transition of the stably re-chained
phenomenon and the continuously ruptured and re-chained behavior at f = 3 Hz,
we name these two patterns as re-chain and rupture, respectively, in the following
discussion.
We measured the oscillating amplitudes of the chains (θAmax ) with different numbers of particles subjected to various field frequencies, as displayed in
Fig. 4. The amplitude of the present oscillating field was theoretically calculated
as θfmax = 37.8◦ . As reported in [34, 35, 37], a shorter chain, i.e. a smaller number
N , always oscillates more prominently with a larger amplitude. This can be easily
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Fig. 4.

Oscillation amplitudes (θAmax ) for a chain consisting of different numbers of
particles (N = 3, 13, 18 and 20) in various field frequencies. The field strength is fixed
at Hd = 24.15 Oe and Hp = 18.73 Oe. Except for the shortest P3 chain, the oscillation
amplitude decreases monotonically with higher frequency.
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understood by the induced viscous torque (M v ) approximated by [26]
Mv =

4πa3 N 2N 2
ηω.
3 ln(N/2)

(3)

A longer chain always induces a stronger viscous drag to resist its oscillating
motion. For the case of a very short P3 chain, the actual amplitude even exceeds
the field because of the strong inertial effect [34]. Additionally, except this P3
chain, the smaller amplitude is always associated with the higher frequency, which
is consistent with the previous observations. Note that the previously mentioned
transition of the structural stability, i.e. the patterns of rupture, re-chain and
stable chain, respectively, for a long, an intermediate and a short chain, is also
confirmed. Because of their longer lengths, the P18 and P20 chains rupture at
f = 1 Hz. By increasing further the frequency to reduce their amplitudes, the P18
and P20 chains resume to stable state at f ≥7 Hz and f ≥3 Hz, respectively. In
particular, the P18 chain appears at the transient mode of structural instability
at f = 5 Hz so that a re-chain pattern is observed.
To conclude this section, we perform a dimensional analysis. The results
presented above clearly demonstrate that the oscillating amplitude depends strongly
both on the length of the chain and on the frequency of the driving field. Moreover,
the field strength also significantly affects the amplitude [34, 35, 37]. To generalize
the influences of these factors, a dimensional analysis is desired. It is well understood that the motion of the chain is dominated by the magnetic driving force (Mf )
and hydrodynamic drag (Df ). The magnetic force is represented as Mf ∼ µ0 a2 H 2 .
The viscous drag for an N -particle chain, where N is large compared to unity, can
be approximated by a modified Stokes drag as [25]
Df ∼

2N 2
ηav,
log(N/2)

where v is the velocity of particles. Since the angular velocity is proportional to
the frequency, we assume v ∼ af . The competition between the viscous drag (Df )
and the magnetic force (Mf ), denoted as a dimensionless parameter fr , can be
expressed as
ηf
2N 2
Df
=
.
(4)
fr ∼
Mf
log(N/2) µ0 H 2
It was observed that this new dimensionless parameter provides a similar
physical interpretation of the conventional Mason number. Since the effect of
the frequency is taken into account explicitly in this parameter, we name it as a
reduced frequency for better presentation. To make the amplitude dimensionless,
we normalize the amplitude of the oscillating chain by the corresponding field
amplitude, so that the normalized amplitude can be expressed as
θn = θAmax /θfmax .

(5)

The dependence of these two dimensionless factors of the normalized amplitude (θn ) on the reduced frequency (fr ) is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is emphasized
that the data points in Fig. 5 include the results obtained under various experimental conditions reported in [34, 37], such that the conditions are extended to
much more general situations, i.e. 9 ≤ N ≤ 21, 14.6 Oe ≤ Hp ≤ 163.3 Oe, 1 Hz
≤ f ≤7 Hz, and η = 1.05 cp and 1.75 cp. The normalized oscillating amplitude
follows the generally decreasing trend with the increasing reduced frequency. The
narrow spread of all the data points along a monotonic curve confirms the correctness of such dimensionless presentation.
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Fig. 5. The normalized amplitude of the oscillating chain (θn ) vs. the dimensionless
reduced frequency (fr ). The data points presented include results obtained under various
experimental conditions reported in [34, 37], such as N = 9 – 21, Hp = 14.6 – 163.3 Oe,
f = 1 – 7 Hz and η = 1.05 cp and 1.75 cp. The normalized oscillating amplitude follows a
monotonically decreasing trend with increasing reduced frequency.
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Fig. 6. Sequential images of a P6 chain subjected to the field frequency (a) f = 3 Hz (two
top rows) and (b) f = 9 Hz (two bottom rows). Instantaneous strength and orientation of
the external field are, respectively, represented by the length and direction of the arrow.
For easier observation, the left-hand end of the initial chaining formation is marked by L.
Since |∆θL | < 90◦ is always maintained for the case with the low frequency f = 3 Hz, the
oscillating axis of the chain is consistent with the external field, i.e. along the horizontal
axis of the directional field. On the other hand, the trajectory shift is triggered for
the case f = 9 Hz shortly after t = 0.061 s, when the instantaneous |∆θL | > 90◦ . The
oscillating axis of the chain shifts to the vertical axis at t = 0.061 – 0.279 s.
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2.2. Trajectory shift.
Another issue concerned with the motion of the oscillating chain is the so-called trajectory shift [9, 35]. Instead of the oscillation
along the directional field (horizontal Hd ), e.g., cases shown in Fig. 2, the oscillating axis is shifted to follow along the vertical field Hp when the magnetic torque
changes its sign with |∆θL | > 90◦ , as expressed by Eq. (1). To trigger such a
trajectory shift, an effective way is to increase the field amplitude (θfmax ), since
θfmax = tan−1 (Hp /Hd ). This is achieved by either increasing the vertical field
strength Hp or weakening the directional field strength Hd [9, 35]. We demonstrate that the trajectory shift can also be triggered by raising the field frequency,
even if the oscillating amplitude is decreased. Shown in Fig. 6 is the motion of a
P6 chain subjected to the field strengths Hd = 38.15 Oe and Hp = 136.9 Oe with
different frequencies f = 3 Hz and 9 Hz. For easier observation of the oscillating orientations, the left-hand end of the initial chaining formation is marked by L. Since
|∆θL | < 90◦ is always maintained for the case with the low frequency f = 3 Hz,
the oscillating axis of the chain is consistent with the external field to follow the
horizontal axis of the directional field, e.g., clockwise and counter-clockwise, respectively, within t = 0 – 0.076 s and t = 0.076 – 0.254 s. On the other hand, the
trajectory shift is triggered for the case with f = 9 Hz. Before t = 0.061 s, the chain
follows the external field well to oscillate clockwise (t = 0 – 0.036 s) and counterclockwise (t = 0.036 – 0.061 s). Nevertheless, a trajectory shift occurs shortly after
t = 0.061 s when the instantaneous |∆θL | is close to 90◦ . At t = 0.061 – 0.279 s,
the oscillating axis of the chain shifts toward the vertical axis, while the external
field keeps oscillating along the horizontal axis. The trajectory shift triggered by
the higher frequency can also be clearly identified by the phase trajectories shown
in Fig. 7. Even if the trajectory phase of the chain exhibits a distinguishable lag
to the field at f = 3 Hz, the two trajectories are consistent to oscillate along the
horizontal axis, i.e. θ = 0◦ . On the contrary, the trajectory of the chain with the
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9 Hz chain
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Fig. 7. Phase trajectories of the P6 chain and fields at f = 3 Hz and 9 Hz shown in
Fig. 6. For the case f = 3 Hz, its trajectory oscillates consistently with the field. On
the contrary, the oscillating trajectory for the chain with the higher frequency f = 9 Hz
reverses immediately after |∆θL | exceeding multiples of 90◦ .
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higher frequency f = 9 Hz oscillates oppositely to the external field shortly after
t = 0.061 s. Afterwards, the chain oscillates along the vertical axis, i.e. |θ| = 90◦ ,
while the external field keeps oscillating along the horizontal axis.
3. Concluding remarks. In the present study, influences of the field frequency driving an oscillating chain consisting of magnetic micro-particles are investigated. We first emphasize the effects of the field frequency on the dynamic
patterns of the chain formation. Because of the resistance by the induced hydrodynamic drag, the motion of the chain always lags to the external field. The
higher field frequency was found to lead sooner to the cross-over of the trajectories of the field and lagging chain. As a result, the amplitude of the oscillating
chain reduces with higher field frequency. The reduced oscillating amplitude at
the higher field frequency results in interesting transition of the chaining structural stability. On the one hand, the local angular velocity of the chain increases if
the field frequency increases so that the chain is more likely to be ruptured apart
during the oscillation. On the other hand, the smaller amplitude restricts the
dramatic motion of the chain, and stable chaining formation is easier to preserve.
Because of these two contradictory effects, the structural instability appears at an
intermediate frequency. In addition, a newly identified transient mode, referred
to as the re-chain phenomenon, was observed, in which the chain was ruptured in
the first few periods of oscillation and remained stably chained afterward. As a
result, a four-stage scenario regarding the structural stability, e.g., stable chain,
ruptured chain, transient re-chain and stable chain, are possible by increasing the
field frequency.
It is well understood that the main mechanisms acting upon the oscillating
chain are the driving magnetic force and the hydrodynamic drag. To better elucidate all the parameters affecting these two forces, a dimensionless parameter,
referred to as a reduced frequency, was proposed. The reduced frequency and
the normalized amplitude of the oscillating chain demonstrated a monotonic dependence, in which the higher value of the reduced frequency generally leads to
a smaller normalized amplitude. Finally, it was demonstrated that the trajectory
shift, when the oscillating axis of the chain is aligned perpendicularly, can also be
triggered by increasing the field frequency. In line with the reported findings in
the literature, the trajectory is shifted at a time when the difference of trajectory
phases between the chain and the field exceeds 90◦ .
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